pro-grip max tig
®

The Parweld Pro-Grip Max® TIG torch range has
been developed using the company’s philosophy
of putting the user first.
Optimal Handling - the striking handle design
with improved profile offers a much more relaxed
grip for the welder, reducing the risk of RSI and
providing maximum comfort and manoeuvrability.
Integrated Handle Grips - using the latest over
moulding techniques, the handle incorporates
large soft grips providing maximum security and
preventing any torch movement whilst in the
welders hand.
Infinite Flexibility - Plug and Play™ switch
technology combined with multiple head
options and a wide range of cable plugs and
terminations means we can produce a torch to fit
virtually any machine and application.

Technologically advanced USER FOCUSED DESIGN
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Key features
Trigger Switches

Every detail of the Pro-Grip Max®
TIG torch has been engineered
with the user in mind. We work to
ensure that every aspect of the
design is simple, comfortable
and effective. Completely
configurable, lightweight
and ergonomic, the
Pro-Grip Max® is
leading the way in
TIG welding.

Located in a neutral finger
position.
Switches can be changed
within 5 seconds with Plug
and Play™ Technology.
Switch options to suit
every application.

Torch Heads
Front End
Consumables
Extensive range
available.
Manufactured
to the highest
specifications.

Lightweight
and durable,
manufactured with
high temperature
resistant silicone
rubber insulation.
Copper components
ensure cooler
running and
maximum current
capacity.

Composite TGC TIG Cable
Terminations available
Moulded housing ensures tidy cables.
Tapered TPE hose supports and cable set
strain relief.
Multiple configurations to suit most power
sources.

Handle
System
Ergonomically
superior with
integrated dual soft
grips to ensure the
handle remains in
place with minimal
grip pressure.

Knuckle
Joint
Positioning of the
torch is made easier
by the combination
of knuckle joints and
a flexible leather
section that covers
the first metre of the
torch immediately
behind the handle.

Cable
Systems
Overbraid power
cables guarantee
performance and
flexibility.
Shielded switch
leads for minimal
interference and
maximum machine
protection.
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